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I. Department: War

Branch or Bureau: Ordnance Department

Description of activity:

A. Moore School of Electrical Engineering, Construction of an electronic digital

machine ("EDVAC").
B. Institute for Advanced Study and RCA Labs., Princeton, N. J. Construction

of an electronic digital machine (financed only in part by federal funds).

C. National Bureau' of Standards, Washington, D, C, Long-range component

development program.

II. Department: Navy

Branch or Bureau: Office of Naval Research

Description of Activity:

A. National Bureau of Standards, Construction of an electronic digital machine.

B. Servomechanisms Lab., Mass, Institute of Technology, Construction of an

electronic digital machine to be used in a large guided-missile flight simulator.

III. Department: Navy

Branch or Bureau: Bureau of Ordnance

Description of Activity :

A. Harvard Computation Lab., Research and preparation of specifications for an

electronic digital machine.

B. Naval Ordnance Lab., White Oaks, Md., Construction of an electronic digital

machine, temporarily abandoned (Dec. 1946).

IV. Department: Commerce

Branch or Bureau: Bureau of the Census

Description of Activity: National Bureau of Standards, Construction of an electronic

digital machine.

J. H. Curtiss
National Bureau of Standards

Editorial Note: Other projected digital machines,  unaided in their construction

by the U. S. Government, are being built by:

(i) The Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

(ii) The University of California, Berkeley.

(iii) The National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, England, under the direction of Dr.

Alan M. Turing. The planned Automatic Computing Engine will work at the speed

of the ENIAC or possibly somewhat higher, and will take advantage of new technical

developments, making possible both a greater memory capacity and a higher degree of

complexity in the instructions.

P. G. Scheutz, Publicist, Author, Scientific
Mechanician, and Edvard Scheutz, En-
gineer—Biography and Bibliography

Pehr Georg Scheutz (1785-1873), son of a tavern-keeper, after passing

examinations in law, practised in different localities before settling in Stock-

holm in 1812. In 1817 as owner of a printing establishment founded by the

well-known writer F. Cederborgh, Scheutz devoted himself from that time

principally to literary interests. He soon became part owner and co-editor

of a newspaper which, with changed name Argus (1820-1836), became

Sweden's most important political newspaper in the 1820's. During 1826-
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1842 he published five other journals and newspapers devoted to manu-
factures and management; art, sloyd, and kindred sciences; engineering;
industry and trade. In the field of literature he worked as a translator of
Shakespeare, Werner, Walter Scott, Boccaccio, and others; his editions of
Merchant of Venice (1820) and of Julius Caesar (second ed., 1831), the
first translations of Shakespeare into Swedish, are in the Library of Harvard
University. (His unpublished translation of King Lear was performed at
Lindeberg's Theatre). He also published numerous handbooks, and books
of instruction. In 1842 he gave up his printing establishment and became
one of the regular staff of the Aftonbladet (Evening News) Stockholm, with
special interest in technical and economic subjects, and continued this
interest until a few years before his death (Nos. 24, 25).

But it was neither as a literary man nor as a publicist that Scheutz
achieved his greatest commendation, but rather as inventor of a calculating
machine. The Difference Engine of Charles Babbage (1792-1871) had
from time to time been cursorily noticed in several periodicals, when a
circumstantial and elaborate disquisition on its merits and construction
appeared in the Edinburgh Review for July 1834. It was from perusal of this
article that Scheutz, at that time the editor of a technological journal in
Stockholm, derived the first conception of constructing a machine for effect-
ing the same purpose as that of Babbage, namely of calculating and simul-
taneously printing numerical tables. But after he had satisfied himself of
the practicability of the scheme, by constructing various models, composed
of wood, pasteboard, and wire, he postponed to a future period the further
prosecution of the design (No. 10). Three years afterwards, in the summer
of 1837, his son Edvard (1821-1881), then a student at the Royal Techno-
logical Institute, Stockholm, took up the problem of constructing a working

model in metal. Working with his father, many improvements in the original
conception were introduced, and numerous alterations effected. By 1840 the
apparatus was so far completed that it correctly calculated the value of
series to 5D and one difference also of five figures. By April 1842 the model
was extended so as to calculate similar series with two and three orders of
differences. In 1843 the printing apparatus and all other parts of the model
were in readiness for the inspection of the Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences. After several trials a certificate of the machine's performance was
given in Sept. 1843. Making use of this certificate as a recommendation the
inventors sought for orders in various countries ; but meeting with no success,

the model was shut up in its case during the ensuing seven years (No. 10).
In 1850 another inspection was made by a Committee of the Royal

Academy of Sweden, and in 1851 Georg Scheutz made an application to the
Government for the means to construct a large and still more improved
machine. Such a grant was finally made. The new machine, Difference
Engine no. 1, was completed in October 1853, being manufactured by C. W.
Bergstrom of Stockholm. From the first it was found to work perfectly.
During the latter part of 1854 the inventors visited England and France.
The machine aroused considerable interest among a number of men of
science. Upon being placed in the Great Exhibition at Paris, in 1855, the jury
awarded a gold medal to the inventors. In February 1856 Georg Scheutz was
made a member of the Swedish Academy of Sciences and in the same year
created a Knight of the Order of Vasa and St. Anna. In 1858 he was also
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created a Knight of the Order of the North Star. The Academy voted him

an annuity of 1200 riksdollar1 in 1860; and in 1872 the Academy awarded
the Carl John Prize, to "Georg Scheutz, the first who successfully clothed

Shakespeare in a Swedish costume, and for whom literature, even though

as author, an occupation, comprehensive and pursued to the evening of a

long life, has in addition for a long period had a connection which has not
been effaced by the fact that the man of letters has also acquired a respected
name for himself in a field which lies beyond the boundaries of belles lettres."
(No. 25).

Through the interest of the astronomer B. A. Gould, then Director of
the Dudley Observatory at Albany, N. Y., John Ft Rathbone,* a manu-
facturer of that city, purchased Difference Engine no. 1 for $5000, and

presented it to the Observatory in 1856. There it remained unused until sold

in 1924 to the Felt & Tarrant Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111., where it

may still be seen, in a closed display case at the company's museum at

1735 North Paulina St., Chicago 22.
Scheutz's Difference Engine no. 2, with improvements, was in 1858 con-

structed for the office of the Register General at Somerset House, by Messrs.

Bryan Donkin & Co., from drawings of Edvard Scheutz. It contained some

modifications of D. E. no. 1, and was used in the next few years for compu-
tations indicated in Nos. 17 and 21 below. In 1914 the machine was pre-

sented to the Science Museum, South Kensington where it is still exhibited
and occasionally operated for visiting experts.

The descriptions and illustrations in No. 31 are interesting, and the
capabilities of the machine are somewhat elaborately set forth in No. 18.

Charles Babbage and his son Henry were enthusiastic in their praise of the
achievements of the Swedish inventors (Nos. 4, 5, 9). In No. 9 Charles

Babbage, who urged upon the Royal Society that their Engine was "highly
deserving of a Medal," added

"The principle of Calculation by Differences is common to Mr. Scheutz's

engine and to my own, and is so obviously the only principle, at once

extensive in its grasp and simple in its mechanical application, that I have

little doubt it will be found to have been suggested by more than one

antecedent writer.

"Mr. Scheutz's engine consists of two parts,—the Calculating and the

Printing; the former being again divided into two,—the Adding and the

Carrying parts.

"With respect to the Adding, its structure is entirely different from my

own, nor does it even resemble any one of those in my drawings.

"The very ingenious mechanism for carrying the tens is also quite

different from my own.

"The Printing part will, on inspection, be pronounced altogether unlike

that represented in my drawings; which, it must also be remembered, were

entirely unknown to Mr. Scheutz."

Among Edvard Scheutz's own inventions was a rotary steam engine

which was used on some steamboats. In 1860 the Swedish Academy awarded

him a prize for this. (Nos. 24, 30; see also Poggendorff's Biographisch-
Literarisches Handwörterbuch, v. 32, Leipzig, 1898.)

1A riksdollar is worth a little more than an American dollar.
'There is a brief biography of John Finley Rathbone in Applelon's Cyclopedia of

American Biography, New York, v. 5, 1888.
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the tables described in No. 10 are in question. Because the reviewer in MTAC, v. 2, p. 186,
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R. C. A.

A New Approximation to «■

A. Editorial Notes: In MTAC, v. 2, p. 143-145 we noted various
formulae which had been used for calculating x to many places of decimals.
These included that of Machin (1706)

(D i = 4 tan-» i - tan-1 *hf,

which was used by William Shanks (1812-1882) to compute x to 707D.
The accuracy of this computation to 500D was verified by an independent

calculation completed and published in 1854. No one appears to have

checked the later figures until 1945, when Mr. D. F. Ferguson, now con-
nected with the Department of Mathematics of the University of Man-

chester, undertook the task. As we have already noted he used the formula

(2) t = 3 tan-11 + tan"1 & + tan"1 rsVfy,

given in Loney's Plane Trigonometry (1893). We published his new compu-

tation for x from the 526th through the 620th decimal place (p. 145). Mr.
Ferguson gave an account of his work in Mathematical Gazette, v. 30, May

1946, p. 89-90, and recorded there his figures for x from the 521st to the
540th decimal place. Mr. Ferguson found that Shanks' approximation to x

was incorrect beyond 527D. By November 1946 he had carried on his

calculations of the value of x to 700D, and by January 1947 to 710D.
In December 1945 we suggested to Dr. John W. Wrench, Jr. that he

might take up the wholly independent computation of x by means of

Machin's formula (1). In April 1946 he reported that he was in communica-

tion with Mr. Levi B. Smith of Talbotton, Georgia, who began his work on

computing tan-1 Trfar in November 1940 and had by February 1944 com-
pleted the work to 820D, through the term [173-239173]-1. Then Dr. W.
took up actively the computation of tan-1 J so that his results might be

combined with those of Mr. S. as in Machin's formula. He found the errors

in work of Shanks, earlier pointed out by Mr. F., and others described below.

Early in January 1947 Dr. W. sent to us his new approximation to x to

808D given below, as a companion to the value of e to 808D (MTAC, v. 2,

April 1946, p. 69). The value found by Mr. F. to 710D agrees with this.

t =■ 3.14159
58209
82148
48111
44288
45648
72458
78925
33057
07446
98336
60943
00056
14684
42019
51870
50244

26535
74944
08651
74502
10975
56692
70066
90360
27036
23799
73362
70277
81271
40901
95611
72113
594(55)

89793
59230
32823
84102
66593
34603
06315
01133
57595
62749
44065
05392
45263
22495
21290
49999

23846
78164
06647
70193
34461
48610
58817
05305
91953
56735
66430
17176
56082
34301
21960
99837

26433
06286
09384
85211
28475
45432
48815
48820
09218
18857
86021
29317
77857
46549
86355
29780

83279
20899
46095
05559
64823
66482
20920
46652
61173
52724
39494
67523
71342
58537
44191
49951

50288
86280
50582
64462
37867
13393
96282
13841
81932
89122
63952
84674
75778
10507
19716
05973

41971
34825
23172
29489
83165
60726
92540
46951
61179
79381
24737
81846
96091
92279
02977
17328

69399
34211
53594
54930
27120
02491
91715
94151
31051
83011
19070
76694
73637
68925
46113
16096

37510
70679
08128
38196
19091
41273
36436
16094
18548
94912
21798
05132
17872
89235
09960
31867


